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AO Foundation Release Notice (V4R2M2) 

 

Main additions to this version are; 

1. Errors corrected in the validation of DATE, TIME and TIMESTAMP fields and the correct default 
lengths inserted for *ISO standard fields. 

2. Updates to the error messages file were done to prevent the dumping of AO error messages when 
job parameters were set to dump on error.  

3. When changing the details of a schema (panel AOF1325CHG) the panel was not returning to the 
“Work with” panel when “Enter” was pressed. This has now been corrected. 

4. When confirming the “Copy of Non-Database Objects” the operation was allowed to continue without 
the Source System and Schema being entered, if blank. This is now corrected. 

5. A new “Special Function” has been added to assist in the identification of logical files, which have 
unique keys, associated with non-unique keyed physical files, to help in identifying a possible unique 
key for the physical file. 

6. Loss of attached logicals under certain circumstances, when promoting a physical has been 
corrected. 

7. The failure which occurred when promoting *NON-JOIN, Single Format logicals, causing them not to 
be created, has been corrected. 

8. The doubling up of the double quote (“) symbol during the generation of the DDL source for SQL 
names containing reserverd words or special characters has been resloved. 

9. An error which was causing the promotion of a DDL table from the *TEST environment to the *PROD 
environment has been resolved.  

10. Sundry other fixes, functional flow improvements and improvements to UI usability. 
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